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A program designed with family resources centers in mind

Welcome, and thank your for your interest in ResourceAce. ResourceAce is a data management system that has been  
created to help family resource and related social  service agencies manage and report on the services they provide and 
families they serve. This document is intended to give you an overview of the features and capabilities  of the Resour-
ceAce system which after reading, we hope you’ll see for yourself what a powerful and well rounded system Resour-
ceAce is for managing these agencies.

Let’s all work together

By nature family service agencies address a wide a variety of needs with staff often specializing in particular areas. The 
primary focus of ResourceAce is to enable everyone at an agency to track their programs, families and services in a cen-
tralized,  easy to use system that enforces  data standardization and integrity. A common complaint for many agencies is 
how much time is wasted trying to find the data you need on a family or running a simple report on your family's pro-
gress. ResourceAce solves this problem by allowing quick and easy searches for all data entered into the system. In ad-
dition, by allowing the staff to work independently without having to rely on other people’s knowledge of a particular case 
the agency will run more efficiently and function better as a whole.

Designed to be flexible

ResourceAce is less a single software program in the traditional sense than it is a software platform that has been devel-
oped to help agencies  address their challenges  of data management for reporting on both families and the services  they 
provide.  With its modular structure agencies can utilize just those Sections that make sense for them today then use or 
add on other Sections  as needed. The program can be adapted to each agency’s unique requirements so the product 
fits  the way the you work. Custom labels, reports and entry screens are just some examples of customizations which can 
be incorporated into the program to allow it to fit within your organization.  With ResourceAce you not only get a program 
that will meet your immediate requirements but one that adapts to suit your needs as your agency grows.

Built on a solid foundation

ResourceAce is built upon the FileMaker database platform which is the number one selling multiuser cross-platform 
relational desktop database today. This platform includes  a number of highly useful  features including PDF and Excel 
output that make it easy to share data with outside groups. One of the primary strengths of the FileMaker platform is that 
it’s one of the very few database environments that is self contained and doesn’t rely on multiple technologies to create 
and maintain a solution. Many other systems require a separate back end database, a separate front end data entry in-
terface and usually a third party reporting utility to make a complete system. This architecture not only makes these sys-
tem more costly but also more complex to maintain and alter as needed. 

FileMaker based systems are built using a single source platform that is easy to use and maintain which keeps costs 
down and productivity up. ResourceAce can easily scale from 5 concurrent users all the way to 999  users making it ide-
ally suited for family resource agencies of any size. In addition, the server has built in backup procedures which run as 
often as needed to insure that your data is always secure and restoration of data (if needed) is only minutes away.

When required,  changes to ResourceAce can be made in real time while users are logged on the system allowing for 
immediate productivity gains resulting in greater efficiency and less  down time. For these reasons and many others,  you 
can be confident that there is  no better platform in its price range that will  yield faster, more stable and reliable results 
then a FileMaker based agency management system.

What’s next?

Now that you know about the nature of ResourceAce the following sections will cover in more detail the features  and 
benefits of the program. Rather then cover every single feature and screen the program has to offer, instead we begin 
with a review of the standard features and then cover the main features of each Section including one example screen. 
By the time you are finished reviewing this document we hope you’ll have enough information to make a decision if Re-
sourceAce is right for your agency. We hope that it is and we look forward to working with you. 
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What is ResourceAce?

As was discussed in the introduction, ResourceAce is a software program designed to allow family resource agencies 
keep track of their clients and services. It has been developed specifically to meet the day to day needs of workers in 
these kinds of agencies. Some of the issues that ResourceAce was created to address are:

Enforcing standards of data entry
Easy for staff to use and interact with
Flexible system that can adapt to the changing needs of an agency
Cost effective and a good value relative to other options in the marketplace.

ResourceAce has  been built using a modular design which allows it  to be configured for each agency’s specific needs. 
Before reviewing the features of each Section the standard features available throughout the program will be covered 
next.

Standard Features

Many of the standard features of ResourceAce are what set it apart from the competition and allow all users  to benefit 
from the product right away. A number of these features can be see in the screen examples but are listed here to call 
attention to them. These features are:

Consistent and easy to use interface
Customizable Section navigation bar for each user
Command toolbar at the top of each screen
All lists and reports have the option to be saved as PDF files and then emailed if desired
Audit trail to keep track of logins, record deletions, and field level changes
Built in help screens and change request system
All fields are searchable without restrictions
No field length limitations for text based data entry

Security Features

ResourceAce recognizes the need to keep your data secure and safe and has many standard features designed to ad-
dress security related issues. These include:

Restricted access to the administration area
Customizable menu system to limit access to potentially destructive commands (i.e. “Delete all records”)
A username and password combination required for access with auto expiration of passwords if desired
Customizable navigation toolbar to allow only authorized people access into certain areas.
Restricted ability to delete records
Each Section has an administer screen to restrict access to specific data fields on each record

Program Structure

One of the most important aspects  of any program is how it’s organized. The ease of use of a program, or lack thereof is 
often directly related to how a program “flows” or is laid out. Some of key aspects to the overall structure of ResourceAce 
that leads to it’s quick adoption and ease of use are:

Logical organization of Sections and data entry screens
“Web page” like navigation controls with left side navigation bar and horizontal tabs for quick access to data.
Cross referencing of related data with “go” icons to quickly jump to related data
Almost all commands are “on screen” eliminating the need to memorize command keys to perform simple or 
complex tasks.

ResourceAce is  organized into separate sections  that represent the different areas of responsibility or data collection at 
an agency.  Each section has different screens (accessed by tabs arranged horizontally across the screen) containing the 
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different data fields  that the user keys data into.  The screens have been arranged in a logical fashion giving the user quick 
and easy access to a variety of information. Every section has at least one list view allowing for ad hoc reports and quick 
access to a range of searched data. 

Navigation Bar

The navigation bar is how you move from one area of the program to another by clicking on the name of the section you 
wish to access. The section you are on will appear in red with white lettering but since the navigation bar can be custom-
ized for each person it may not appear the same for all users. 

In those section where it’s appropriate, blue arrows will appear at the top of the navigation bar which allow you to move 
you from one record to the next or to the first or last record in a set.  If you have a scroll mouse you can use the scroll 
feature to move between records as well.

Command Toolbar

Another standard interface feature throughout ResourceAce is the command toolbar located at the top of every screen. 
This  toolbar allows you to perform the most commonly needed functions such as Finding, Adding, and Printing records. 
The functions that are found in the toolbar will vary depending on the screen that you are on. 

You will notice that not all the buttons on the toolbar are used on every screen and this  is  intentional so that when 
needed ResourceAce can be customized for your agency by adding special functions to the toolbar that you request. 
Above the toolbar is  your agency logo, the name of the screen, and the program name to the right. When in find mode 
the screen name will be replaced with a message indicating that you are in find mode.

ResourceAce Command Toolbar area

Time To Take A Look

Now that you know more about the standard features of ResourceAce it’s time to take a look at some example screens. 
In the next section are examples  from each of the different Sections along with a brief description and some key features 
of each one
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Dashboard Section

This  Section is where you start after you login to ResourceAce and serves  to provide an overview of different areas of the 
system. With it you can:

Post messages to all users
Display birthday messages for all staff
Review new families, recent referrals and current classes being offered

Drop In Section

This Section is used to keep track of people who “drop in” and have had no prior contact with the agency.

Keep track of each person who just “drops in” to your agency 
Record essential information about each person
Move their data over to the Families section with the click of a button
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Families Section

This  Section is the heart of the program and is used to keep track of all family demographics,  case management details, 
and full service history. Some of the things you can do in this section include:

Tracking all demographic information for each family and all their members
Record all services, classes, and home visits for each family
Print ad hoc reports and forms for each family

Programs Section

Every agency has a variety of programs and services that it offers. This  Section provides an area to track all the details  of 
those programs. This Section includes the following: 

Track all data related to your programs
Track all services related to each program
Used in Families section to assign families to programs and services.
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Classes Section

For those agencies that offer classes this Section provides that function. This Section has the following features:

Track all data about your classes
Print a live class roster for all families enrolled in a class
Keep track of class attendance
Record student surveys of each class

Agencies Section

The agencies Section is  used to keep track of all the outside agencies  that you may need to refer your clients to and 
includes the following:

Track all data about third party agencies including contact information
Includes live link to their website
Shows referral history of all families to the agency
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Staff Section

This  Section keeps track of your staff’s  personal information and will  allow them to record their case management in of-
fice hours if needed. This  Section has the following features.

Track all data about your staff including their photo
Record the activity for the case management services they provide
Print up to date staff rosters for your office or clients

Survey Forms Section

This  Section is used to create survey forms to evaluate the effectiveness of your agencies  programs and services. With it 
you can:

Create an unlimited number of surveys on the fly
Create as many questions as you want per survey
Create up to three types of questions per survey (Before/After, Opinion, and Overall score)
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Completed Surveys Section

The completed surveys Section is  used to keep track of all the surveys you have conducted on your various programs 
and services. There is one record per survey completed. With this Section you can:

Capture data from hand written surveys given to clients or families
Record an almost unlimited amount of survey data
Produce reports on the effectiveness of your programs and services

Reports Section

All the system reports are run from this screen and are listed alphabetically. Most reports are configured on a per installa-
tion basis according to your needs. This Section allows for:

A centralized location from which to run all reports
All reports can be printed or saved to PDF
User customizable headers are available on all reports
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Charts Section

The charts section of ResourceAce is  designed to allow you to display data from certain reports  in a graphic way. The 
chart types currently available are: Area2D, Bar2D, Column2D, Column3D, Doughnut2D, Funnel Line2D, Pie2D, and 
Pie3D. With this Section you can:

Create real time charts from selective reports on the fly
Edit the chart title and value labels for each chart
Print or copy chart to other programs for use in presentations

Administer Section

The administration section of ResourceAce is used to configure the program for your particular agency. This section is 
usually only accessed by the local database administrator and contains the following functions:

Configuration of program settings and user accounts and access
Storage of your agency's logo, name and address information
Configuration of all necessary field lists throughout the program
Access to the programs audit trail
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Putting time back in your hands

Thank you for taking the time to review this document. We hope you have enjoyed this overview of ResourceAce. With 
it’s easy to use interface, unlimited search capability, and focus on managing the data that family resource agencies need 
to track, ResourceAce aims to make each persons time on the computer more efficient and productive so they can get 
back to doing what they do best -  helping people in need!

Customization is the key

We work with your organization to make sure that ResourceAce fits your agencies specific needs. Indeed one of the 
strengths of the program is its  ability to be customized. Its modular design allows  for database sections to be added at 
anytime. Specific data fields and drop-down lists are easily configurable,  since we know that no program can deliver ex-
actly what you want right “out of the box”. As as result, ResourceAce is the only program you’ll need to run your agency 
easily and efficiently no matter what your size.

Where to go from here

If you like what you have seen so far please contact us  to schedule a web demo or to request additional information and 
pricing. We look forward to hearing from you and getting your agency started with ResourceAce.

The ResourceAce Sales Team
707/252-1911 Phone
707/307-7077 Fax
sales@resourceace.com
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